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IMTRODUGTION 
A large part of the total cotton crop is now classified 
and channelled into the markets on the basis of its suitabi­
lity for use in specific consumer products. Synthetic fibers 
which possess chB.r®cteristics utilized in specialized prod­
ucts have made inroads into the cotton markets. These syn­
thetic fibers will becorce even 'more competitive unless 
cotton fibers are developed that possess qualities desired 
by the trade. Technological improvements in the cotton 
Biills plus production of cottons with properties suitable 
for sojae of the specialized uses are doing much to reduce 
the loss of oiariiets to- synthetic fibers. But the program 
does not stop at that point. As the synthetic fiber indus­
try improves the quality of its product and produces more 
efficiently, so also must the cotton breeder meet these 
advances by continued development of improved types. The 
spinner must have a cotton that possesses the fiber quality 
required to produce products that will compete in the tex­
tile iifiriiets, and simultaneously the cotton crop must be 
profitable for the grower- Progress toward such a goal is 
slow and breeders must go beyond the limits of the commer­
cial varieties to find the genetic variability from which to 
make selections to fill this two-fold purpose. Attention of 
cotton breeders is now being shifted toward interspecific 
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hybrids arid to genetic stocks possessing diverse character­
istics in search of cotton fibers to fill this need. 
A grower desires a cotton variety with the agronomic 
attributes which give a profitable return. The processor 
desires th© cotton of high quality which will permit effi­
cient, rapid operation of his mill, end produce an end-
pi^oduct deaanded by the customers. 
Riohiaond (26, p. 214) has expressed the atatus of cot­
ton with the stateraent 
The welfar© of Jtaerlcan cotton depends on its 
ability to compete in the world textile markets 
with foreign cottons and domeatic and foreign 
synthetic fibers. The development of factual 
information on hereditary characteristics and 
processes la fundamental to the improvement of 
the competitive position of cotton. Through the 
employment of genetic and breeding techniques 
present eeonomiG cotton characters can be modi­
fied, their behavior standardized, and their 
range extended, in short, specialized types can 
be produced for specific purposes. 
Segregation and recombination of genetic factors from crosses 
of divers© parentage may offer a promising method to develop 
new varieties possessing specialized characteristics. For 
this study, one parent from each of two taxonomic varieties 
Oossyyium hlrsutua L. was chosen. One parent used in 
the cross studied was an aboriginal cotton (known as Hopi) 
grown by the Hopi Indians in Arizona, and the other was 
Acala, a cultivated Southwest American Upland variety. The 
iiMiedlate objectives of this study were to determine 
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heritabiXitj of the (agroiioaiic characters and their inter­
relation ships, to estimate gene number, to postulate gene 
action ai'iCi to propose a praotlcal progreio of oreedlng for 
the solution of the problem. 
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HEVICW OF PERTIKSNT LITERATURE 
Altbougii the production of cotton dates to antiquity, 
relatively little is known of the genetics of the plant, 
largely because of it© obscure origin and relatively lar^'R 
nuiflber of chroiaosomas. Only a fotw studies have been made 
oa tiie inheritance of the characters considered in this 
study. 
As defined by Sfiuth (29), quantitative characters usu­
ally exhibit a continuous range of variability in segregat­
ing populations^ due to several sirailar genes or factors 
each of which has i'elatively small effect a, -usually incom­
pletely doMinant in expression and which act in a cumula­
tive manner* Darlington (4) and others give credit to 
misson-Ehle for difscovery of this principle from studies 
on the inheritance of grain color of wheat expressed on the 
basis of similar and supplementary gene action. Harland (9) 
in a study of red plant color and other factors in cotton 
recognized that the degrees of expression of a given pair 
of alleles was affected by the number of genes. He termed 
this type of gene action as a modifier complex. 
Since the discovery of the principles of quantitative 
inheritance, various systems have been devised to explain 
its action bioffietrieally. Pans© (24) recognized the value 
of psirtitioning a character into its heritable and 
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i ioii-iieritable portions. He believed that the maximum 
iaiprevemerit attainable, the rate of Improvement by Belec-
tion, and also the most efficient procedure of selection 
depend upon a knowledge of the number and magnitude of 
expression of these genetic factors. He calculated the 
regression of the mean of the F3 progenies on the Fp par­
ents to isolate the genetic portion of the Wo variance in 
a study of staple length in cotton- Xharabanonda (12) 
pointed out that the genetic variance of F3 as measured by 
the genetic variance of Fo grown in the previous year may 
not be entirely correct unless environmental effects on the 
genotypic expression of the plent were the same. The inter­
action of the ijenotype and yeera has been found to be sig­
nificant for many characters. 
Weber (37) used the regression of the mean of the F3 
progenies on the F2 parent to study heritability in a soy­
bean cross. Frey (8) employed the same technique to measure 
heritability in barley. This technique can be utilized most 
effectively on plants where large populations can be grown 
in small areas and where the character Hieasured is not eo 
directly related to physiological development and the effect 
of environment. Moorthy (21) discussed a method of meas­
uring heritability of a character in which the variance of 
the PjFg, and x^as estimated a.a due to environment (non-
heritable) and the variance of the F2 population as due to 
gsQaouype tiie enviji 'oriaierit .  This method affcj-dB the 
opportunity to produce all generations of plants under the 
emue envLi'ouaiental oondlticiic and the in.teractio n of £,euo-
typia ui&uir@stations arid years would be eliminated. Hobin-
•suii, Corns took i'i s.i rvey (27) grew a population of corn in 
which these two methods and a thiM method ufsing the vari-
aiiCe of a bi-pareatal crosa were compared. The three 
aetiioda y&re In close agreement as aeaeures of haritability 
of a oharaoter. Herltability may also be measured by a 
¥ariance coiaponent method (2) In m.lch the vpriance among F3 
families is attributed to being due to genetic and environ­
mental effects arid the variance ascribed to error as due to 
environment. The ratio of the environmental variance and 
the variance due to environment plus genetic measures herit-
ability. Schonhorat (28) measured genetic and envlroniaental 
effects on various $oybeai'i characters in advanced genera­
tions. He concluded that the initial magnitude of herit-
abilities appeared to be maintained in advanced generations 
if the range of the character was maintained. For example, 
•when the population inclucies the entire range of segregation, 
then heritability will remain constant. Ho%'«?ever, heritabi-
lity will decrease as hoisozygosity is approached when selec­
tion within fasiilies is practiced and the range of variabi­
lity narro'rfs. 
Heritability has been described by Lush (16, p. 271) 
frora t¥o aapeots. Iii  a broa/S aerige, herlta'billty refers to 
the fiincticmlrig of trie genotype as a unit, and in n narrow 
sense, herltatoility largely inclufi^a only ths aver^rje e,f-
of ;;ener5 transjiiitted addltlvely from parent to pro­
geny. If doiainanee an'i epistaslB are not present^ the h'srlt-
ability value is the same whether estlra'^ted in a broad or 
narrow sens©. Heritabilltj*- ae measured by the variance of 
the non-segregating populations and. the F2 population In 
heritability In the hroad sense. It is bnsed on the assump­
tion that the phenotyps is a combined expreasion of the geno­
type, doitiinance, epistasis, and their interactions. The 
parent-progeny relationship is heritability in the narrow 
sense., beGa.U3e it describes the fraction of difference bf?-
t«een parents which are recovered in their progeny. 
Hsrland (9) has stated that lint percentage (the number 
of pounds of lint attained from 100 pounds of seed cotton) 
is not a simple ch.aracter but depends directly on the weight 
of the seed and weight of the lint. The ¥ork of 0*Kelly 
Olid Hull (£3) indicated that the inkieritance of lint per-
oenta4,e appeared to be aionofactorial with high lint per­
cent a.^e partially or entirely dominant when segregation was 
definitely evident, iakornthap (2£) investigated the in­
heritance of lint percentage in the progeny of Upland X tri-
spccies hybrids and found it to be a quantitatively inherited 
character, showing partial dominance. Lint percentage 
dstsrsia&tioiis may be oouiplieated by the fact that hybrid 
vigor of seed weight actually can lower the Fj_ lint per­
cent an e . 
Boll size possibly may be controllsd by the raultipll-
cative rather than additive effects of teener;. Pox-'erg (25) 
and MacArthur (17) both found tlie mofm of the ?n<^. Fo 
populations of a tomato cross to approach the geometric mean 
of the parental populations more closely than the arithmetic 
means. They explained this gene action as a multiplicative 
effect. Llndstrom (15), on the other hand, observed the 
same phcnomens but explained the action nn due to additive 
effects of gisaeo shoi^ing partial dominance. In a sunaiary 
by Harl-and (9), hs stated that Kohvev made an Inter-hlrssutum 
cross in¥ol¥in,^ parents with large and small bol3 character­
istics . The weight of the Fx n^jriper the larger parent 
and the Fg gsf^e a unimodal oxirve- Harland interpreted these 
data as an indlcetlon that a number of factor pairs were 
involved. Most other observations show the Fj. either to 'be 
intermediate or a dominance of small bolls. 
Kearney <11), fro® a cross between G. hirsutum X G. 
barbadense^ found the population to heve a mean lint 
length approaehint:,' the long parent and the Fg gave a uni-
ffioGal curve. He concluded that several factors were in­
volved in the expression of staple length. In a summsry of 
the experimental work prior to 1936, which generally wos 
based on the actual segre^^a tloii  ratios, Harlaiid (9) ataCed 
that l int lexi^th is aontrollsd ay a Isii 'ge xiumuer of geaes 
nmall individual affaots and that aome 3t;aciie: '3 aavo 
aho'wn Ion,- l int to be caaplataly dosiiiiaat over short l int 
„1. O u.a. 
Stafford (31), in a cr-oso "ii-3twec;n Tarieties of £.  
hlP3utum, conclud. 3iiQ iiii  v/fis v^ismtii t ifltivol^/ 
inherited vitli  a small degree of piirtial doriiinanco foi^ 
vcsait -fibora arid conditioned fry a relativsly saiall  nuiaber uf 
^enas. ilakor-ntliap (S2) found fibor ntrongth to b.- queii-
vi ttJ-C'Xix^x tocl wO-O /;i 'OX doinxriiJi 
frequencj distribution v^as normal. 
Fineness is a, c ester only rs-sently laeasurecT in sn 
objGCtiYc maniisr.  Stafford (31) found par»tlal doninence 
for weak fiber and Rakorntliap (22) found i t  to l>e quanti­
tatively inherited. Breeders have Xonij known, of this char­
acter and applied the zeru of "feel" to' the cotton, but the 
t¥0 papers eited report the most objective inforu.Ktlon avail-
»i,ble. 
Phenotypic correlations hsv© been re;.;orted between raany 
characLeriBtics of cotton but only limited research has been 
clone to measure genotypic correlations. Lint p.^rcentaiie was 
found to be negatively correlated phenotypically with staple 
lexi(;ith by Stroman (32), Green (8) and Katornthsp {22). 
M&nninp (18) found a significant positive correlation between 
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iir.t; porccnfciijs and staple la trie F4 :tiori, 
:aj.d a negative correiation b-st-wsen liiit percsrita^ e rmd lint 
$treiir,th. !'o ot;her re3earch report-id, shfnjc a f'ic-u'lt 
oorr3la,tion o'iVvBon l int par^anta/je fuid any of the 
"loters Insludsd in ths prgaent; itiidy. 
G'rs:;!! (3) ^ra£3 trie aaly iiiV5iti^3,tor to fiiid st-iple 
and flnenQsa to lisve a hl^p. positive correlation. 
Stroiiimi (3P; (35), Kaiiornthap (PS), I.3T^is (13-) si>c others 
found l i t t le or no eo:^relation betwtjon lengt:i  snd 
finenoce with any ot the other* chG.racte^-s In "hia study. 
(18) foiiiicl boll to be i i-;gatlyelp correlated 
•i-;! th cuiu stren^pth /yid po'Bitlv^sly O' -^rrelated with 
finen^sas. Btroiiia.i  (33) JOiicludad thnt ooz'*rel;;ition:^ he-
t;/esn oharricter:;  vary fro,a ye?-;?'  to year^ in asrL,;e=iient with 
the -work, of Manning (IB) . 'I'he oorrelations Ksaining ob­
served in suooesalv© generations were usually in the same 
direotlon (positive or negative) but raxif^ ed Prom a small 
correlation to a sit;niflcant on©. 
Stafford (31) studied herltability of characters in a 
cross of two Upland ootton varieties. He foimd strength to 
h/;ave about 50 per cent herit^^'bllity - K&kornthsp (22), using 
a cross of Upland witii  three speclea, found herltabll.i ty 
values in per cent to be as follows: streui-^th 49, etaple 
lengtn 44, fiber fineness 49, and lint percentage 43, using 
the method outlined by Moor thy (21). Herit ability ve.lues? in 
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per aerit; from par®»t~offspring regression were found to be 
for fiber strength 3E, staple length 45, fiber fineness 53, 
and lint percentage 69. Manning (18) measured heritability 
using 811 offspring-parent regression of the F4 mean and F3 
mean and found values in per cent to be as follows: lint 
percentage ?6, boll size 50, fiber length 35, fiber strength 
8, arid fiber fineness 2?. He also computed the heritabil­
ity of lint peroentage from the regression of the F3 mean 
on the Fg plant and found the per cent value to be 67, T,irhlch 
is reasonably close to the F4 - F3 regression value. 
The true worth of correlation, regression, and herita­
bility values i® in their application as a tool for selec­
tion by the breeder. Pens© (24) and Hutchinson (10) recog­
nized the value of th® progeny row in work done independently 
and together. Pane© suggested the selection of plants on 
the basis of the excess of their individual values over the 
mean values of the plots to which they belong. They intro­
duced the system which has been designated as the "replicated 
progeny - row method". Manning (18) showed that the single 
plant or Fg measurement of characters with high heritabil­
ity was indicative of their F5 performance. Characters 
with low heritability require testing in successive genera­
tions. Knight and Hose (13) recognize the need for vari-
etial plasticity (the ability of a variety to yield well 
over a. wide range of environment), and the loss of 
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farlSLDlXlty by selfing. They used a system of breeding 
called the '^Sudan Selection Method" in which single plant 
seleetion is practiced together with progeny testing. 
Variability is maintained by natural crossing under their 
conditions. 
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MAfERIALS AHD METHODS 
\ 
Tiae two cotton trarleties chosen for this study were 
Aeala, a commercial agricultural variety of Gosayplum hlrsu-
tum aiid an aboriginal cotton variety grown toy the Hop! 
Indians of Arisona which has been classified as Q-oasypium 
hirsutum variety punctatum (Lewton) (9). This aboriginal 
cotton, coffiiionly referred to as Hop! cotton, has character­
istics differing widely from the agricultural varieties, 
yet apparently imparts an unusual spinning quality to the 
selections from crosses in which it is a parent. Both 
Acals and Hopi have M«26 chromosome number, have sympodial 
groiBfth habit, their centers of origin are postulated to be 
the same (9), neither tire photoperiodic and they are genet­
ically compatable in orosaes. A comps.rison of certain Acala 
and fiopi characteriotlcs is. given in Table 1. 
F'ive factors considered in this study ere those of eco­
nomic importance to the producer and manufacturer and there­
fore to the breeder. The five factors and their method of 
measureraent are given below: 
1. Lint percentage - The relationship of lint to total 
seed cotton of b aample expressed 
in percentage. This characteris­
tic is commonly referred to as 
lint per cent. 
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2. Boll size - Impressed as the number of bolls 
required to produce one pound of 
seed ootton. 
3. Staple length - Expressed bb the length of the 
fiber in inches. 
4. Fiber strength - Expressed as the number of i>ounda 
required to break, a milligram of 
fiber of a given length as deter-
.tained by the Pressley tester. 
5. Fiber fineness - Expressed as tlie weight, in micro­
grams, per inch of fiber. 
Selfsd seed© of the parental stocks were obtained from 
the Belta Branch Experimeat Station, Stoneville, KlBslsslppi. 
fable 1. Goaiparison of agronomic characteristics 
of Acala and Hopi ootton observed 
phenotypically 
Ghsraoterlatie Acala Hopi 
Seed coat Fuzzy Maked or 
semi-naked 
Lint percentage 360 
Boll slse 66 256 
Staple length 35/32 29/32 
Fiber strength (Preasley Index) 8.6 6.9 
Fiber fineness (Mlcronaire) 3.? 5.1 
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At this location, seed stocks are malntaiiied of all known 
Varieties and types of American Upland cottons as a part of 
the station's responsibilities under the Regional Cotton 
aenetlGS Project S~l. The Aeala parent had been selfed for 
8 years and the Hopl for 5 years and ^-v-ere presumed to be 
hoaioz-ygous.. A nursery row of each variety was pirn ted in 
1950 and the crosses made the-t year. Reciprocal crosses 
were made to measure possible rimternal parent effects. Be­
cause no differences were observed, the reciprocals v^ere 
combined and the population sjialyzed as one cross-
The generation was grom in 1951 for selfing and 
for maK:ing baekcrosses. Unfavorable weather conditions gave 
a very low set of the backcrossss and therefore only a few 
plants were harvested. The Fg population was grown in 195S 
to obtain seed. Originally, it w&s planned to use 
parent-progeny regression to evaluate characters. The P2 
plants were to be harvested and their characteristics evalu­
ated in this generation,, but a shortage of water prevented 
normal development of the bolls and fibers and only seed 
was harvested to permit a study in P3. The study was then 
altered and th© evaluation undertaken on a genotype basis. 
The Pj,* ^^2' backcrosB populations T-mre grown in 
1953 in a block of three replications at the El Paso Valley 
Substation, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Ysleta, 
Texas. 
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In 1953 there %.'ere ha.rvested 59 (Acala) plants, 50 
P2 (Hopl) plants, 17 plants, 49? Fg plants, 1,941 Fg 
plants, 10 .BCx (to Acala) and nine BCx (to Hopl) plants. 
The F3 plants were froiii 45 lines. An equal number of plants 
in each F3 were not evaluated for each character because the 
quantity of lint from a few ssjaples was exhausted before all 
tests y<iere completed, end a texxf were inadvertently lost in 
ginning* Only 1,548 were tested for fiber strength, due to 
expens© ajid tliae involved. However, the number studied for 
each character was considered representative of the popula.-
tion and adequate in size- The linea grown in the P3 were 
a random selection from the Fg population. 
The 1953 planting ifas originally d,©signed to obtain 
yield data by procedures outlined by panae (24) in vAiich 
fainily groups could be cofflpnred. The plots were 40 feet 
long with plants to be spaced at 2-foot intervala. Several 
seeds vjere planted in each hill and the plants thinned to 
one per hill i/irhsn possible. The yield test was injured at 
emergence by higii winds, later by cut worms and ssalty irri­
gation -sater to the point that it was necessary to abandon 
a part of the study. Fiber development wa© quite normal, 
and with all gefieratlons being subjected to the same envi-
ronniental conditions, the results were oj^rp^ected to be valid 
for this cross. 
Gene number estimates were mede using the formulae 
fi.ev@lopeti by Castle and Wright (-3) sna later revised by 
Wrl^iiit (39). 
Tiiese formtila© rare based on eertain assumptions such 
as no domlneiice, geoes comtoine afldltlvely, srid. others. It 
is realized that these conditions \^111 not be fulfilled for 
eaoli character in this study and that an estimate of ths 
rm!ril>c?r of genes oii3-j will be of relative value. 
PhenotjiJlc correlations between oharaeters observe^d in 
the Fg and F5 popijlat5-ons were cjoiaputed in the manner out~ 
lined by Snedeeor (30). In the F3, the mean was treated as 
a single observation to be correlated with another character 
observed in the same laanner. In the F2 population, the cor­
relations were based on individual plant measurement!?. 
The F2 genotyplc correlations were calculated by obtain­
ing the variance and eovarlance on a pe^r plant basis. 'Phe 
environmental variances and covarianees were determined from 
the parental and Fj plants. The phenotyplc vsrlance and co-
varianoe was obtained from the F2 populcitlon. Tiie phenotyplc 
variance and covariance of the Fg population minun the envi­
ronmental variances and oovariaBces gives the F2 genotytilc 
Variance and covariance of characters. 
Heritabllity values in the broad sense X'v'ere determined 
in the manner outlined by Moorthy (21). The vr-rlance of the 
Fg population was considered to Include both genotyDic and 
environmental variance. The variance among plants of the 
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parents (Pi and P25 ®^1 ascribed to environment 
ainee these generations are non-segregating. Heritabllity 
(H) was calculated from the foriaulae: 
%2 " H « —^ X 100 
'siiQr^i » variance of Fo population « phenotypic variance 
¥pt + ¥p„ 4- ¥5', 
¥v * « ©nvironraental variance 
3 
s variance ot the population 
Vpg » variance of the P2 population 
» varianee of toe population. 
Heritaoility also was computed oy s variance components 
method (2) In whicn the vaxiance aiaong F3 family means in­
cludes the genetic and environmental effects. The error term 
variance is ascrioed to environmental effects. Heritabllity 
is then coaputed by the formulae: 
H . , .""K 
Vg * \ 
Where J V® ths error mean square 
¥g « the progeny laeeji square fflinus ¥e divided by 
the number of replications. 
fo study the nature of th^ gene action, the expected 
arithmetic siid geometric mesns of the populations ivsre esti-
iasted usiiig the forffiulae devised by Wright (4C) which ere; 
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T.-iXpected roeana 
a-©Beratlon Arithmetic Geometric 
Fi P ^  i'g YpT  ^
Fg ^ log 4- 2 log Fj_ Hh log Pj 
antilog of 
3 
4 
Fi •f p-i log P-i f log Pn 
BGi to P3_ —4 antilog of ——^^—=• 
Fi + ¥o ^ log Ft 4- log P2 
liOX >:i antilo,.' of ~-p : ^ 
The geoaietrlc mean of the Fg population also may be 
estimated by the formulae: 
Fo » y\ * Xpg • or'^fc^ . Xpg . . 
SXPSRIMENTAL RSSULTS 
Aoala and Hopi were exioseii as varieties for this study 
because they differed widely and It thus was expected that 
maximum differences would be obtained in segregatlag genera­
tions. The two cottons are closely enough relsted, even 
though one is a cultivated and the other a wild variety, that 
fertility of the hybrids was good. It was observed that a 
oross was made ©ore easily when 4cala was used as the female 
parent rather than a.s the male parent, eorrimerclally, segre­
gates from the cross of Aoala and Hopi appear to possess 
unusual spinning qualities* 
Segregation of Character's, Gene Action 
and Gene iufflber 
Segregation of genes controlling any quantitatively 
inherited character oari be best shown by graphic presenta­
tion. Figures 1 through 5 shoi^ the results obtained from 
ajeasurements of iniiividual parental and plants and the Fg 
for eaoh of the five ohsracters studied. The results from 
the baciicrosses are shown in tabular form and although the 
baoko.ross populations were sfnail, the actual ^nd expected 
means usually were in very close agreement. 
A sujamary of the population rnaans for each of the 
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characters is presented in Table 2. Heaiprocal crosses were 
laad^ to siisasure the possible oceurrence of maternal inherit­
ance. Because the data In Fo and F5 indica.i:e l^ek of Eiater~ 
nal inheritance for any chf5.raot0r the crosses were considered 
Table 2. Mean values and population sizes in the 
i'2 and F3 generations for characters 
measured in reciprocal crosses 
gg population F5 population 
Charao ter"*'* Mean Nuraber Mean riunitie'r 
Lint percsntage A 3ii.9 370 3£.9 1368 
B 33.2 13.4 3S.3 553 
Boll siae .4 142 370 138 1388 
B 149 114 131 553 
Staple length A 32 • 1 370 32.1 1390 
B 32.1 114 32.7 555 
Fiber strength A 7.7 ' 237 7.5 832 
B 7.6 80 7.8 310 
Fioer fineness A 4.3 348 4.4 1339 
B 4.0 118 4.1 547 
- Cross using Acala as female parent. 
B * Cross using Hop! as female parent. 
as a single population and were treated as such in all ^ina-
Ijses. The backcroases were combined to obtain the mean 
valuer and eicpected mean values Table -3. 
oo 
Table 3. Mean values and axpscted mean values 
for eharasters measured in 
ba.ckoross po^tmlatians 
lo. of Expected mean 
Character to plants Mean Arithmetic G-eometric 
Lint percentage ?1 
'Po 
10 
9 
32.6 
29.5 
34.3 
29.3 
34 • 2 
2?.l 
Boll size Pi 10 
9 
128.5 
187.1 
103.7 
197.3 
96.8 
188.7 
Staple length f,l Pg 
10 
9 
33.3 
31.4 
33.9 
31.3 
33.8 
31. 
Fiber strexigtb Pi 
3 7.47 7.46 7.45 
Fiber flnenesis 
^1 
Pp 
7 
8 
4 .3 
4.6 
3.8 
4.5 
3.8 
4.5 
Lint geraentai;;^ 
Frequency distributions of lint percentages are shown 
ill figure 1 for 497 Fg plants, 59 Pt (Aoala) plants, 50 ?£ 
(iiopi) plants, 17 plants and 19 plants of the backcross 
population. 
'Hie mean lint percentages presented in Table 4 sriow that 
Acala. had nearly 1.4 times higher value than Hopi. The lint 
percentages were 36.8 for Aceila and 25.9 for Hopi. Values 
above and below the parental types were observed in the Fp 
population but these were thought to be due to laborr-tory 
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Tabl© 4. Meaa lint percentages of parents and 
the Fx» P'2» ^'3 "backcross 
populations from Acala X 
Hop! grown in 1953 
Mo. of Actual Expected Mean 
Parents or cross plants Mean Arithmetic Geometric 
Aeala (fi.) 59 35.8 — — 
Hop! (Fg) 50 2d.9 — — 
Fi 17 32.7 30.5 30.5 
Fg 49? 32.9 31.8 31.6 
F5 (ave. of all 
families) 1948 32.6 
BG2_ (to Acala) 10 32.6 34.3 34.2 
BQ^ (to Hopi) 9 29.5 2.9.3 29.1 
error in ginning rather than transgressive segregation as 
few plants of either extrejae were found. The was higher 
than th© average o.f the parents, suggesting partial domi­
nance toward high lint percentage. This Is in agreement 
with earlier findings of 0*Kelly and Hull (23). KcLendon 
i2Q), in earlier studies, showed low lint percentage to be 
doffiinaxit to high lint percentage. The unimodel, symmetrical 
curve of the F2 population indicates polygenic segregation 
in this study. 
Uaing the formulae for determining gene number, ss 
developed Dy Castle and Wright (3), the two parents differ 
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in lint percentage toy at least two gene pairs. 
Ho maternal Intieritance was observed In the population. 
The bacfcerosses {with small populations) had means a.Dproaoh-
ing the expected arithmetic means (Table 4). In the Fg 
population, th© Acala. X Hopi and its reciprocal differed by 
.31)1., the F3 population differed by .56^ and the means of 
the plants from the Fg F3 cosabined differed by only 
.42/1. If definite maternal inheritance were present, this 
tendency should have been reflected strongly in either the 
Fg or F3 populations. 
Boll slae 
The frequency distributions of boll size are shown in 
Figure £. Boll size of Acala was 3.8 tiroes larger (see 
Tsbl® 5) thari Hop! as shown by the mean of 67.6 and 254.9 
bolls, respectively, required to rasite a pound of seed 
cotton. The distribution was unimodal in the F2 population, 
indicating quantitative Inheritance. There was no evidence 
for transgresfiive segregation, as the parental types were 
not exceeded in the F2 populations. A slight negative 
ekewness toward the Aoala parent su^:,gests partial doml-
nsiice for large bolls if evaluation is cased on assumption 
of additive gene action. The laean of the and B'£ popula­
tions approached the expected geometric mean more closely 
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fable 5. Mean boll size of parents and the Fx, 
f'2» backcross populations from 
A.cala X Hop! grown in 1953 
No. of Actual Expected mean 
Parents or crosses plants mean Arithmetic Geometric 
Aoala (P^) 59 67.6 — — 
Hopi (F2) 50 S54.9 — — 
Fx 17 139.7 161.3 131.3 
49? 143.7 150.5 135.2 
F3 (ave. of all 
famines) 1947 135.9 — —  
BGx ("to Acala) 10 128.5 103.7 96.8 
BOx (to Hopi) 9 187.1 197.3 168.7 
thari the expected arlthiaetlc mean, which would suggest mul­
tiplicative gene action. The mean of the toackcroBs popula­
tion to the Hopi parent nea.rly coincided with the geometric 
mean vrtiereas the backcross to the Acala parent exceeded the 
expected arithnetic mean. 
The result ma.y be explained on the basis of multiplica­
tive effect of size genes, or additive effect with partial 
dominance for large bolls. The study was not designed to 
evaluate tiiis point, tout it will be discussed more fully in 
a later section. 
Ihe calculated number of genes by which these two 
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parents differ was small, at least six pairs. 
The gene action shown is in agreement with work of 
Kokvev as reviewed by Harland (9) in which the weight of 
the was nearer the larger parent and the Fg gave a uni-
ffiodal distribution. 
Maternal inheritance was assumed to be absent, as shown 
previously in fable £. Attenti;.)n is called, however, to the 
Fg and P.3 values for boll siz.e. The cross using Acala as 
the female parent produced larger bolls (142 bolls per 
pound) than the reciprocal cross (149 bolls per pound) in 
the F'£ population, but in the F3 population the boll sizes 
were reversed with the Hopl as the female parent requiring 
only 131 to aiake a pound and the reciprocal requiring 138. 
Also the bolls were neerly 10 per cent larger in the F3 
than the ?£• Manning (18) indicated that boll slse v,'as 
fairly consistent from Fg through the F5 genera.tion. The 
boll size of the backcross to the Acala parent >;as consider­
ably larger than the bacis-oross to the Hop! parent. This 
again points to partial dominance for large bolls. 
Staple len^3;th 
Measurement of staple length in cotton may be subject 
to considerable error. By method of deterraination, the human 
element rMiy uii.^s the data sharply because staplers make 
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evaluations by "feel** of ths fiber and hence may exceed 
the actual staplb length if the sample has fine, strong 
fibers, or give short values if the fibers are coarse and 
weak. The fibrograph gives a completely objective measure­
ment of length, but the accuracy is depcmdent to n large 
extent on operator efficiency. A priori informa.tion indi­
cates the staple lengths of Acala and Hopi are close to 
the mean value given in table 6. The measureiaents may not 
b© as prt^cise as desired in such studies, but despite the 
iiaaeeuraeles of this method of staple length determinations. 
Ta.Dle 6. Mean staple length of parents and the 
f'l, F2# Fg and backcross populations 
from Acala ,X Hop! grown in 1953 
Ho. of 
(32* s in.) 
Actual Expected meai. 
Parents or cross plsnts mean Arithmetic Geometric 
Aoala P2_ 59 34.5 — — 
Hop! Pg 50 29.3 — — 
B-i 17 53. £ 31.9 31.8 
497 32.1 32.6 32.5 
Pg (ave. of all 
families) 1945 32.3 — 
BC2_ (to Acala) 10 33.3 33.9 33.8 
BCi (to Hop!) 9 31.4 31.3 31.2 
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it is used "Widely in the trade .and gives as representative 
a laeaaurement as is available. Staple length, therefore, 
was U8e<a, In this study. 
The frequency distributions in Figure 3 indicate quan­
titative inheritance with probably a partial dominance 
tOMarci the longer length, as indicated by the Fx Hiean above 
the midparental value and the unimotial curve of the Fo 
population. Th6 Acala parent was mor© than 5/32 of an inch 
longer than the Hopi parent and 1/32 of an inch longer than 
th© mean of the popul??tlon. There was no evidence for 
transgressive segregation or maternal inheritance. The mean 
staple length of the F2 and Fg populations were nearly iden­
tical as well as the length of the fibers from the cross and 
its reeiprocal. The backcross population mean was very 
close to the expected mean if gene action is additive. Ear­
lier research by Balls (1), Harland (9) and others showed a 
tendency for long lint to be dosainant and that this character 
was controlled by a large number of genes-
From estimates of gene numbers in this study the two 
parents differed by ;c30 factor pairs. This estimf-te is hi^sh 
because the variance of the Fi population approached the 
variance of the Fg population. The variances probably were 
minimiaed by the method of measurement of staple length 
which may have had a tendency to place the fibers in the 
same length classes due to the narrow range between the two 
parents. 
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g'lber 
The fr-equenoy tiistributions sJiomu in Figure 4 indicate 
that the F2 curve was synaaetrical an& imiax>dal, suggesting 
quantitative inheritance with no dominance expressed. 
From the data in Table 7 it can be observed that the 
weaft fiber strength of the Aoala parent was 1.2 times that 
of the Hop! pii.rent with the Presoley Inc2ex means of B.59 and 
7.07, respeetively. This I0 equivalent to a rcr.ge of 90,000 
to 70,000 pounds per square inch tensile strength. Tha mean 
of the was very close to the laldparental value find there 
was no evidence for tranggresolve segrega.tion. Tlie data on 
fiber strength in this study agree closely with the work of 
Table 7. Mean fiber strength of parents nnd the 
Fi, Fo, Fg and baokoross populations 
from Scala X Hopl grown in 1953 
No- of Actual Expected mean 
Parents or cross plants mean Arithmetic fJeoraetrlc 
Aeala (Px) 37 8.59 — 
Hop! (Pg) 36 7.Q6 — 
Fl 16 7.86 7.83 7.79 
317 7.64 7.84 7.82 
P3 (ave. of all 
i'asiilles) 1142 7.66 
(to Hopl) ;3 7.47 7.46 7.45 
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Moore and others as reviewed toy Stafford (31). The mean 
•value ot the 'toaokcross population approaohed the expected 
mean. 
St-afford (31) showed In his experiments that fiber 
strength was eontrollad by a, small number of genes. In 
this study, Acala arid Hopl ware found, to differ by approxi­
mately three factor pairs. 
The entire population was not used in this test because 
of expense in aiaking determinations. Tx-ao replications were 
uaed to obtain data for tnie atudy. Although Green (3) 
found that eni/ironiaental conditions affect fiber strength, 
th@ results in this test approach those obtained in other 
work at tixis station. 
Fiber fineness 
Flrienaas .laeaaured by an instrument called a micro-
naire which estimatss the relatives coarseness of fibers. 
Th.€ micrograms per square inch are based on flow of air 
through a known weight of cotton coiupressed into a pre-
tleteriiiined voluue• Iho scale of raeaaureaent is such that 
the high reading indicates a coarse cotton fiber. The data 
in iaDiu 8 show the means of the parental strains and hybrid 
generations. It must be reaiembered in reading these data 
that the lower ¥alue (Acala) is finer than the higher value 
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f&fele 8. Meari fiber fineness of parents and the 
^£i ^"3 toaekcross populations 
from Aoala, X Hopl grov/n in 1955 
Ho. of AO tual Expected mean 
Parents or croas plants mean Arithmetic Geometric 
Acala (?3^) S? 3.? — — 
Hopi (Pg) 45 &.1 — —-
»1 15 ' 3.9 4.4 4.4 
r£ 466 4. ii 4 • ki 4.1 
P3 Cave, of all 
familiss) 1886 4.r5 ««. 
BGj^ (to Acala.) 7 4.3 5.8 5.8 
YiQ-^ (to Hopi) 8 4.6 4.5 4.5 
(Hopi) mid therefor'^ a negstive relatioaship is expected 
gjid desired between this and other characters. The mean 
value of Acala. was 1.4 times finer than Hopl, as shown by 
values of '5.7 and 5.1, respectively. Although the F'^. mean 
approached that of the Aeala parent, the Pg and F3 m.eans 
were near the midparental val,ues. Examination of the fre-
qiieney distribution of the F2 in Figure 5 shows a unimodal 
distribution, indloeting quantitative inheritance for this 
character. App-sreotly the character has no dominance of 
gene action beoauee the means of the F2 and backcross popu­
lations olosely approached the expected values. Acala and 
m 
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Hopi were found to differ by one gene pair in this study. 
Association of oharaeters 
An importarit part of this study was to determine the 
phenotyplo and genetic correlations that may exist between 
various characters. These data in the Fg and generations 
are aummarized in fable 9. It should be pointed out that 
Table 9. Phenotypic eorrelation coefficients 
among characters in the Fg and P3 
generations and genotyple corre­
lations as measured in the F2 
generation in the cross Acala 
X Hopi 
Correlation coefficientg 
Phenotypic^ aenotypic 
Correlation F2 ^3 Fg 
Lint per cent and 
Boil size - .189 .099 -.364 
Staple length - .136 - .477 .443 
Fiber strength -. 253 -.238 -.145 
Fiber fineness .190 .105 .147 
Boll siae and 
itaple length *.125 - .048 - • 101 
Fiber strength -.063 — .488 .813 
BUber fineness .040 .411 -.031 
Staple length and 
Fiber strength .160 .483 1 .394 
Fiber fineness -.334 -.607 -.290 
Fiber strength and 
Fiber fineness -.049 - .098 .143 
••^Phenotypic correlation coefficients of -098 and .288 ex­
ceed the 3^ level® of significance in the P2 and F3 gen­
erations, respectively. 
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the predominance of negative values does not necessarily 
aiean that a positive relationship does not exist among the 
phenotyplG anfl genotj-pie correlations. The scales of meas-
ureflients are soaetimes such that the lower value indicates 
the more desirable attribute and would thus show s.s a nega­
tive correlation, as for example staple length and fineness» 
The lower reading on the scale indicates finer fibers. A 
negative correlation here is a desirable rels.tlonshlp. 
Only two characters show some degree of phenotypic 
correlation in th© Fg, lint percentage and fiber strength, 
and staple length and fiber fineness. Of these two correla­
tions, only staple length end fiber fineness showed a higher 
correlation value in the F3. Correlations were rather in­
consistent in the Fg and F3 populations, indicating envi­
ronment influenced expression of the characters, ihe pheno­
typic correlations in the F2 end F3 generally were in the 
same direction. Generally, the correlations were higher in 
the F3 than in the Fg generations. This relationship would 
be expected because the mean of an F3 line should provide a 
jBOX'e accurate measure of a. character than a. single Fo plant 
measurement. Ihese phenotypic correlations of characters 
are important to a breeder in that they show the pattern of 
association. ' 
B'ryxell (?) has stated that the geneticist is interested 
in associations which are genotypically determined, that a. 
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genotype can exist only in a specific envlronraeat, and that 
the resulting phenotjpe is only a partial measure of the geno­
type. Separation of geiifetic end environment contributions 
to correlations is desirable. Genotyplc correlations based 
on Fg data aieasure till a aseooiation of characters in the 
Ijroad sens©. Lint per cent and boll size, lint per cent and 
staple lengtii, boll size and fiber strength, and staple 
length and fiber strength show high genotyplc correlations 
in the F2 population. Staple length and fiber strength had 
values above 1.0, which probably vas du© to an unequal re­
sponse of the non-^segreg£tlng and segregating population to 
env1ronmmital oonditions. 
In an attempt to further atudy the relationship of 
staple length, fiber strength, and fiber fineness, partial 
regression ooefficients were computed for each of the char­
acter in the generation, using the line means as the 
units oortipared. Simple phenotypie correlations between these 
characters are as follows; staple length and fiber strength 
.483, staple length and fiber fineness -.607, and fiber 
strengm and fiber fineness -.098. Staple length shows a 
high correlation with strength and. fineness, but a low 
correlation apparently exists between fiber strength and 
fiber fineness.- The standard partial regression coeffi­
cients are shown in fable 10 together with phenotypie snd 
genotypic correlation values. 
fable 10. Partial regression and correlation coafficients between 
staple length,, fiber strength and fiber fineness in a 
cross of Acals I Hopi 
f3 Sorrelatioa eoeffieients 
Chgracters 
correlated'^ 
partial 
regression 
partial 
correlatiori 
'Chsreetere 
eor related 
P3 
phenotypic 
f2 
genotypic 
AG B -.065 -.642 AG -.607 —. 290 
QA S -.730 
m C .42? .535 AB .483 1.394 
BA c .6?0 
CB A .254 .gso CB -.098 .143 
BC A ,308 
» staijle leiifcith 
B * fiber strength 
C s fiber fineness 
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These partial regression coefficients desonstraxe the 
same trends as the phenotypic correlations of the F3 popu­
lation. 'Xhe partial regression coefficients show that 
staple length and fiber fineness have a relationship inde­
pendent of fi'ber strength (appears as negative due to the 
scale of riieasurement) . Staple length and fiber strength 
hiwe a high relationship independent of fiber fineness, 
as also is shown by the phenotypic correlations in the F3 
population. The partial regression coefficient between fiber 
strength and fiber fineness independent of staple length is 
appreciable• 
HeritsblHty Estintates 
The correlation eoeffieionts shown previously give the 
breeder an indication of how one character rnay be altered 
by a change in the other. These correlations together with 
information on the heritability of the character indicate 
when selection gqii be most effectively made and the system 
of breeding to follow. A character with s. high heritability 
can be selected on a single plant basis as early as in the 
J'g population; whereas, a character with low heritability 
should be evaluated in a progeny row basis- Several methods 
are available for measuring heritability. In this study, 
heritability evaluated in the broad sense is shown in 
fable 11. The herltabillty values for the F2 population 
are based ofi genotypie varianot. The F.3 values are meas­
ured toy the varisurice components In the F',^^ population. In 
the Fg generatioi'., fiber flnenees had the highest herltabi' 
11ty velu© of any of the characters and the breeder should 
Table 11• Heritability of various agronomic 
characters as measured in the 
broad sense in the Fg and in 
the F3 frora the components 
of variance in the croBs 
of Acsia X Hopi 
Heritability in per cent 
Character Fg F3 
Lint percentage 45.3 79.0 
Boll 8i2.e 50.1 62.5 
Staple length cid»E 
0
 • 
0
 
Fiber strength 54.1 87.3 
Fiber fineness 75.0 69.9 
be able to make effective selection for this chars.cter on 
a single plant basis. Staple length had the lowest heritabi­
lity, suggesting; the need for evaluation of this char.-cter 
on a progeny meaii basis. These heritability percentages 
agree reasonably with those reported by Manning (18), 
Makornthap (22) and Stafford (31). Lint percentage had 
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lower ©lid fiber fineri^gs he.d higher values than reported 
by other workers where the parent-offspring regression was 
used to eoupwt© herltability.• Heritability values for the 
^5 generation w©r© based on tha variance components measured 
in a replicated test. Thes© heritability values might be 
expected to be higher than those for the Fg population be­
cause the varianc© is based on the means among families. 
The smaller nunber of faiDllies raeaeured in the F3 probably 
would not Inolude the entire range of differences found in 
the single plant .ffieasureiSQ.ents of the F2 population and would 
be biased to a certain degree. Either of these F'g or F3 
heritability values ctan serve as a guide for selection vjhen 
interpreted together 's^ith the oorrel&tion and regression 
values of various characters. 
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DI3GUSSI01 
Pans© (24) has stated that an i;mal.ysis of the genetic 
situation lu the character under 'breeding is of vital im­
portance, for it is on such points a© number and ra.<^gnitude 
of the factors and their dominance and epistatic relations 
that the maximum improvement attainable, the rate of improve­
ment by selection, and also the most efficient procedure of 
selection depend. It was the purpose of this study to sup­
ply such information for thlB partieulpr cross, parental 
etocks of diverse origin are being used more widely by 
breeders trnd it was hoped that from the results of this cross, 
one could postulate the gene action for the characters in­
volved if other widely divergent parents are used. Hopi is 
a "iwild type" cotton and might be assumed to possess mainly 
dofflinaiit genes. It also is probably safe to assume that 
many of the polygenes conditioning characters in this cross 
are from diverse alleles, for it appears that Acala pos­
sesses f«08t of the agronomically favorable factors. Any 
contribution thf;t Hopi would make in breeding a new strain 
or improving a. variety would be for a particular character. 
Similar results laight be expected from other crosses involv­
ing a normally cultivated variety and a wild or uncultivated 
strain. The manner in which these polygenes act in such 
crosses probably would be quite similar when diverse 
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parentages &re involved. 
One of the first questions was concerned with evidence 
for msteiTicil inheritance. Evidence of ir.Eternsl inheritance 
in cotton ie not recorded nor is it normally expected by 
the breeder. Unpublished, observations of one breeder were 
that maternal inheritance was found in a Sea Island X Acala 
cross; however, the cross was not repe&ted ©nd the observa­
tion duplicated. In this material, the mesns of the popu­
lations using ilcala as the female parent were not different 
from those with Kopi as the female parent. Also in the Pi 
population, no phenotypic differences were observable in 
the agronomic oheracterlsties measured in this study. 
An acceptable variety of cotton must have a combination 
of many desirable characters. Hutchinson (10) states that 
intensification in one character only can be obtained at 
the expense of others, and that the chance of obtaining 
liaxiBiuffi expression of character B when selecting for charac­
ter ii, l3 small. Manning (IS) expressed the opinion that one 
of the keys to effective selection is knowing how much empha­
sis to place on each character and when to most effectively 
apply selection pressure. Knowledge on how genes o.ct and 
their magnitude is necessary for most effective selection. 
Of the five characters in this study, all were found to be 
quantitatively Inherited and to act in an additive manner, 
except possibly boll sXze- The mean boll size of the Fi 
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approached laore oloself the areolae trie mean of the two 
parents than the arithmetic mean; therefore, indicating 
aiultiplicatlve gene action. However, in the F2 population, 
the laeari boll size agreed closely with the e^^pected arith­
metic mean and the frequency distribution was a normal curve. 
Ihe fact that the genes appeared to act in a normal additive 
mariner in the larger population of the F2 suggests that par­
tial doniiuance was shown in the F]__ and the gene action v:bc 
additive rather thsji multiplicative. Turner (-36), In a 
study of heterosis, found the boll weight of the F]_ populs.-
tion to be seven per cent higher than the Pg population. He 
attributed the heavier boll weight (larger bolls) of the 
as being due to heterosis, which did not persist to subse­
quent generations. In an earlier paper (35) Turner sta.ted 
that boll size appeared to be an expression, of dominance from 
the larger-boiled parent. Some of the crosses used by Man­
ning (18) were observed to have larger bolls than the larger 
parent suid he termed this phenomena as hybrid vif^or. 
The fa-Ot that these five characters are quantitative in 
action indicates that selection proba,bly will not be simple. 
Also, the attainment of the desired goal may be slow because 
of the build-up in an additive manner of the polygenes. 
Apparent lack of transgresslve segregation for all characters 
suggests that selections may not exceed the normal popula­
tion limits of the parental values. The chance of finding 
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the extremes, or greater,  is questionable; therefore, sel­
ection using a. truncation of the curve probably would give 
the greatest genetic gain most rapidly for any 8lnp:le chf^r-
acter.  
The gene action varied for ench of the characters 
studied. Lint  perceritage appeared, to show only slight 
partial dominance toward high lint percentop;e. The two 
pfirents differed by at least two t^ene pairs. The relatively 
small number of genes woulci siigge-st thf^ t a change in lint 
percentaijc could be found in small populations and progress 
wade fairly rapidly toward stabilizing any selection. Man­
ning (18) stated that the lint percentage in the F5 genera­
tion can be estimated from the F^. and F2 values. This same 
conclusion can be drawn from this study by the smell number 
of genes, partial doEiinanee and b herltabillty of 45 per cent 
in the Fg population. The fact that the value was higher in 
the F3 would further verify the validity of the- selection. 
Even though environment has a fflaaklng infiu^nce, the chances 
of effective selection for this character re good. The 
breeder who desires to increase lint percentage nlso must 
consider closely the lint and seed relationship. Lint per-
centa s^e ca,n be increj/sed by selecting for smaller seed else, 
but seedling vigor may be lost if this occurs. An increase 
in the number of fibeiB over the seed surface is the desir­
able way to increase lint percentage. Lint index (the 
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veitsht in grams of the l int from 100 seeds) and seed Index 
(the yeight in grons of 100 seeds) are essential measure­
ments under some conditions. 
I n  this cross, boll size was easily recoi^nized but may 
toe a difficult character to stabilize. With 50 per cent 
herltabllity the genotypic size of the boll has an even 
chance of being expressed phenotypically, but the fact tha.t 
apparently a number of genss condition the expression of 
this cheracter may ooiaplioate the problem of breeding for 
large boll size. Large populations will be required to re­
cover parental types in crosses bettfeen parents differing 
in boll siae. The fact that there appe-^ red to be dominance 
toward large bolls In this study would, tend to make selec­
tion easier phenotypically but probably difficult to isolate 
the homogenous -linv-is. Selection for cliaraeter probably 
;-;ould be most effective if followed on a progeny mean rather 
t l iaii  on 8- sintf^le plant basis.  
;.3tj34jle lenj^^'th 1/^5.0 chara.ctorlzed by quantitetive inherit­
ance, and apparently controlled by a large number of genes. 
There -wae a very ali^^ht trsnd for a ekei^ed distribution 
toviard the Hopi parent, ouggestixi^ i partial dominance for' 
loHi,,  f iber. xhe number probably was over-estiaated 
for thie trait  because of the small difference in the vari­
ance of the Fi and populations a.nQ the wide difference in 
the mean staple len^-ths of the two parents. The 
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Castle-¥rigjit foraula for estimating gene number is based 
on the population varianees and mean differences. Low vari­
ance also m&j be oaueed by a bias in measurement. A cotton 
with "character" is invariably given the benefit of doubt 
by the classer and called longer or shorter than the true 
value. A fibrotiraph would give a more objective analysis 
if efficiently operated, but the results frequently do not 
correlate i-vith the staple length as assigned to a cotton when 
it is sold. The practical breeder must cope v;ith such a 
situation. The heritabillty was found to be low and genetic 
advance in selecting for this character therefore may be slow 
even in large populations. This character should be evalu­
ated on a progeny mean basis and not from on a single plant 
basis. Various iforkers find this character difficult to 
change in a breeding program. 
An analysis of fiber strength characteristics in this 
study agrees closely "with other reported research. It 
appears to be governed by a small number of genes. No domi­
nance vmp found and the genes are quantitatively inherited. 
Ihe heritability was estimated as 54 per cent in the P2 popu­
lation, which sugfecests that selection may be partially 
effective on a single plant basis but final evaluation must 
be made on a progeny row basis. Selection for improvement 
in fiber strength would be simple if the phenotypic and 
genotypio expressions were Identical and correlated with 
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other plant characters, but such was not the case. Pheno-
typlcally, fiber strength was found to have very low cor­
relations with the other traits in the Fg generation, but 
genotypically, strengtii, was highly correlated vith staple 
length and boll size- In the F3 population, the phenotyplc 
correlations of strength v.»lth staple length, and boll size 
were high showing a genetic gain from selection in the Fg. 
Manning (18) found as large correlations in his meterlpl as 
were shown In this study. 
Fiber fineness is a quality of fiber, the expression of 
Mhich apparently is controlled by a small number of genes 
showing no dominance and acting in an additive manner. The 
heritabllity was found to be higher than was expected on the 
basis of other research and other observetiona. Selection 
for this character, based on the heritabllity of 75 per cent, 
could oe made on e. single plant basis in the Fg; however, 
final evaiua-tlon siiould toe on a progeny row basis to more 
effectively observe environmental effects. Mo high corre­
lation was found with other traits, phenotyplcally or geno-
typicelly, that would tend to laask the expression of fiber 
fineness. The physiolot:;lcal maturity of the fiber was found, 
in experiments not conducted es a part of this study (34), to 
be directly related to the fineness of fiber end could be a 
primary m?: siting influence. Phenotypically, the tr-it may be 
observed readily if tiie plants sre grown in a uniform 
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eEvlronmefit• Fiber fineness was highly correlated pheno-
typlcelly in the -Fs generation v^lth staple length and boll 
siae, and In the Pg generation only with staple length. 
Mauersteerner (19, p. 31) found that splnnability of a 
cotton was dependent on st&pl© length, fiber strength and 
fiber fineness mm that fiber strength was the nxjet important 
of the three characters. The phenotypic correlations in F'g 
aiid F3 and the genotypic correlation in Fg (Table 9) v.'ould 
suggest that staple length, fiber strength and fiber fineness 
are interrelated. Cotton breeders make the observation that 
a correlation exists between fiber length arid fiber strength, 
and strength and fineness. Manning (18) could not shov cor­
relation between long and strong fibers, or between strong 
siid fine, fibers. Kakornth p {22) observed th^t strong lint 
tended to be coarse and long lint tended to be fine. G-reen 
(8) found fiber length and fineness to be correlated but 
little correlation was found between fiber length and strength 
or between fiber strength and fiber fineness. The practical 
cotton breeder omst evaluate his materlRl, keeping in mind 
the physiologic effects of environment on the fiber. Im-
Bi&ture fibers are finer^ or sraaller, and the greater number 
t-hat are combined to .iiiE.ke a bundle for testing by the 
Pressley strength tester add together to Increase the 
strength reading. Par'tlal regression coefficients were 
calculated for these three characters, staple length, fiber 
strength and fiber flnem^ss, to sho¥ their interrelationship 
in the aia.teri&l used in this studji-. Staple length e.nd fiber 
strength meesured indepeMently of fiber fineness show a 
high partial regression coefficient. Also staple length and 
fiber finfjness ateasured independently of fiber strength 
showed a high partial regression coefficient. Fiber strength 
end fiber fineness independent of staple length sliowed a 
favorable regression ooefX'ielent but not es hi{;_^ h as bet!^ .•e€n 
the other two faetors. The results of this study would indi­
cate that seleotion for long fibers also v,'ould effectively 
result in stroniser and finer fibers. Selection for finer 
fibere probably %/ould give sn increase in staple length and 
fiber strength but the changes may not be as rapid as the 
reeult %/ould be when selecting for either of the other two 
characters. Should a breeder desire a short, coarse, strong 
fiber, the selection pressure should be on the character fine­
ness fii'st, and the environmental conditions should be as 
uriiforai as possible during the period of selection to pre­
vent iEasking of the phenotypic expression of the genotype. 
Heritability measurements are not the answer to all 
questions for the plant breeder but provide a statistic of 
interpretation. Table 11 shows heritability computed by two 
methods. The i*aethoci8 are based on (1) the genotypic variance 
ol the Fg population land {2) the g,enetic variance of the F3 
population. The heritability values tended to be higher 
when determined from, the oompooents? of V£;riance of the F3 
population. This Inci^ease may toe explained on. the 'basis 
that the meaii value of the F3 fsudlics rerjiovep the differ­
ences amoni;;; Indl 'Vldupl plants. Also, tl-e difference;? nniong 
fwjillles beeoraes more ^.ietinct and poaoibly vlder, ^^Iving 
a hither mes..n square. With a high among faiaily variance 
.and low error variance, the herit&bility vrlue becomes rela-^ 
t ively high. This f-lso suggests thst vith an increase in 
precision In meesurenent of a character, the accuracy of 
evalur.tion of the chsra.eter is greater.  
Combined information on heritahllity and ar.soclrtion of 
ehrraeters play an important role in Bakin£ oelec tionfr.  CnB-
tomarily, phenotyplc correlations have been utilised an an 
expression of the ^enotypic association of the traits. This 
procedure Is not necessarily valid becsuee the pirEnotypic 
expression may be only a partial measure of the f^enotype. 
p.henotypically, two characters may show some correlation and 
genotypically may be highly ne^-atively correlated. In this 
study, only staple length end fineness in the Fo generation 
were sufficiently correlated to consider important pheno­
typlc ally; however, genotypically, in the genomtlon lint 
percentage and boll size, l int percentage and st 'vple length, 
boll size and fiber strength and staple length and fiber 
strength showed appreciable correlstionB. Selections based 
on the genotypic correlations in the F2 generation should 
progress toward tbe expected F3 phcnotype e:icept for tv/o 
comparl^sons. Tne axpressiori of the charactern In the Fj 
would not necesaapily bo 30 cofiipl;;te ';S e ;Apectecl from the 
F.-! . . .euotyoic correlationa but would be in tue direction 
w  V  »  
aesiyed. 
Based on the correlations for the Fo iy»nor,->.t;ion in this 
stwfly, a election for lilgji lint per cent woulcl resn.ilt in 
la" __ bollp.,  buu shorter,  coa^'ser,  weaker fibers. Select-
in^ for l::rtie bolls would give long'^ir,  f iner, end stronj^^er 
fibers, but lint per cent would be lower. In the P5 gen­
eration, f^nelysea were made on a progeny mean basis and a.s 
mliiht be ezpeoted, the phenotypic correlations based on 
progeny means would be a more valid estlrar.te of the rela­
tionship between two ch^ractei 's thrai vdien based, on the 
single plant as a unit of measureraent. Comparing the pheno­
typic correlations of the Pg and F5 teeneratioiis with the 
aenotypic correlations of the Fg, it is .evident that r.elec­
t ion baaed solely on phenotypic correlations may resiilt  In 
a gan.:;tlc lone rather than a ga3,n. I 'he phenotypic and s^enc-
typic corre3..ations do not ai^ree in direction in. tho ralation-
ship of boll sii:e and fineness, boll siae and atren^jtl}.,  -uid 
fineness and strength- These differences In direction of 
ths correlations nay be explained on the ba.ftis of link;- |^e of 
characters or pld.otrophy, or combination of both. Fleiotrophy 
mifjht be postulated In the; above ia<;araple because the coamon 
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baoKgromd of the small boll appears to affect the expres­
sion of til© chs' .ra.cters. 
Any meth.od of selection should esibody a proccdin^e 
enabling the breeder* to make Individual plnrit  selectj.onf;,  
evaluate the cn £t rex;;llCc;ted rou and build 
tile selections Into an a;^ronomlc verlety. If Gelectlonr; 
froB tn,ls cross iiere to becorae sn ai^ronornlc varlct:/ then 
the breeding program shoulfi afford the opportunity to ee3.ect; 
for fiber firieness arid fiber strength in the Fn r-en«ration 
and evalufitG the other characterc on the tacic of 
the proaeay mean. The final selection is a phenotyplc 
exprescion of the genotype and Bi'iould ha.ve varletls.l plrcti-
city. Paiice (24) and Hutchinson (10) used the re.,.Heated 
progeny laean to e¥alUi:'te selections- Kni(-;ht and -oae (13) 
hfitve recently published a detailed report on the Sudan 
method i;;hlch embodies single plant selection, prot,eny tent-
in^  ^ and ^ene reoombinatlon. T;ils essentiaJly la a recurrent 
method of selection utllizln;^ . the polycroBS technl-.-ue of 
intarpollinatlon that corn and forage braedera folloa .  
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SUMMAHl AID OOHCLUSIONS 
The parenuB oboRen for  thin r tudy were nn s ibori^^lnnl  
cot ton Di&intained by the Hop! Indiana of  Ar ' i^^on^,  cr lJ^ed 
Hopl  raicl  Acala  wr,.ic!i In  the pr incipal  cr i l t ivnted.  Uplr^nd 
cotton v;;rown in the irrlcated, South-^ eftt. The^o cottonr; 
differed "v i^dely in thf? characters studied, -^/h-lcli {^ove oppor­
tunity for  maxismm f x-preBalon of gone reconibinnt lony in i*uc~ 
cerjslve genorjp tiono • Tho p^ x-entc vcre vilfaitcc in 1950 ruid 
croasaa mrac thr ' t  year .  The pnrenta  and t l ie  Fg -nc" F5 
^^one,ra.tions aecumii3.atGd aim {;;;roijii in 19':3 3n populr-tion 
alses  of  59 Acala  (Pi) ,  50 Hopi  (P^) ,  17 Fi ,  497 P. ,  ^-nd 
1 ,941 F^5 harvected plantc  .  The hcritabilitien end in ter-
rblat loi iehips  wer^j  ^- tudled for  the fol lowing ch; ; roc t \ r r ; :  
( 1 )  l i n t  p e r e e i i t a p e ,  ( i r . )  b o l l  a l z e ,  ( 3 )  c t n p l c  lenpth, ( 4 )  
f ibor  s t rength Rad (5)  f iber  f lnene:"S.  The her i tc ibi l i t ioa,  
co:: ' relat ion3,  aud oth«r ;-- .spect3 of i r iheri tai ice : ;ra st irunu : .rlKe(i 
ci .s  fo l lows;  
bibitea iuhcrit-
c^ Xl C • 
£.  Ch^-.r . , 'C te i -G v:ere  . fourid to  be vpij- int i  tc" t  ively inl iex^l ted . 
Eoll  s ize  exhibi ted huterosis  in  the popul^^t ion.  
3. Tr??.ringrs3GlYc asgregction not evident for any 
of the characters. 
4.  Gene act ion ¥fis  chnj ' 'acter i:;.ed for  each aUtr ibuty.  
5? 
Results ill the and Fg show slight partial 
cLofflinariee for liigh lint percentage, partial domi-
uaiice for largu boll size, partial doniintnce toward 
lon._^er fibe.:n3, no cloEiinance for otron.^tb, no 
doiaiii&nce for coarB© fibers. 
5. From a,u|>j,iCatiGn of the 0?\Gtle-yri>,ht foraul-i, the 
parerita I'/^re 3lK>vrti to dirf^:;r irj tv/o Tactor 
iux' llxit pereeiisix iaotyr Tor boll 3lze, 
ovei" 200 xaotor pairs for staple three 
factor pairs for fiber streji,,p;h auci ori>3 f.3.ctor pair 
fur fliienuss. I'he liuii >.,o,tionB of 'uhe G;:;:. tle-Pright 
were reeogiii^ied in drj:u^luti concjlasiono from 
Ihese r©aults-
3. Tha oxiljf '  s igiiifioaiit  pheao typie uorrelstlons in the 
i 'g populcitlioa between lixit;  per oeivi; jiicl 
stran^tii  (ne^,ative) aiid h&tvieea staple leu,jth ar.d 
fioer fliisii«ss. 
7. The sigaificant peiiutypia oorrelatljas in uhe 
population ware uetweeii lint p'^rcenta-e Siicl boll 
aiie, ll:it pv;y'coritand -^ t^a-ple 4-on^ _;tli ( n«p;-.t.:, ve), 
boll 312.-; aiiil fiber stranpth (netjativc) fi.ul. at.^^^le 
leiipth, aud fib-r strenjth-
S. The slt;;nlficHnt pheuotjpic o.jir '- 'elati-ns lii  ; .he Fj 
poptila.tioii  wtsbut ' iAfecii l i i i t  purcyii liig ,  Bt^vple 
leii^th (lie^jutiv:^}, boll oiz-e '-aiu strengti . j ,  bull 
sisc and rineness, aiiaple length aiid strength and 
staple lengtxi suici r iaenosG. 
S. Harilability values iu «he "broad aaase" were cal-
csulc^-teii i'row the varlaacys of 'Gae Fg population and 
o£ the non-sogi»ag..,itxng a.id populations-
The values In per cunt were 45.3 for lint percentage, 
50.1 fjr boll slEtt,  22.2 foi» ataple leni. . ; t?i,  54.1 
£-JX' r ib'Ji^ sti ' i :)n^th Mid 74.5 rioux' flnuneHs. 
10. Herltabilltv values in thcj Fj population wt^re meas-
ui 'ed hi ' '  the variance coBi^jon^nts method. Tl-e V:;. , lu«3 
in pe:r' cent 79.0 for lint percentage, GS.u for 
boil siiio, 70.0 for staple leiifj;th ^nd 97.5 f^r ribor 
strenj^jtli  and 69.9 i 'ur fiber llasneas. 
11. From the reoults ubtalriijcl in thin itucy i t  vae con­
cluded that oeleotion foi* dociraele fiuei- fineness 
In cotton could be made on a single pi;;nt bacia in 
the F2 i^eneration and thtst aelectien for fibex' 
otaon^jth, l int percenta£;e, boll si. ie end staple 
lenjth Biiould be mjaie on a proi-eny iueari liasis in 
smaceaslve i^ene^';-tlona of breedin^j;.  
12. Partial rei; ,re3sien coeff ' ieien ua indlc.;:-; .e tliat staple 
length, fiber" etren.;th end fiber fincneca c.rc inter­
related. Btapla length and fibea stren^;:th a.-d 
stap3.9 length and fibea finenans ?3]iei;  f ippreciable 
relatienehipa. F'ibei' strength and fiber fineness 
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are iRt©rr©iat©d but to a lesser degree than the 
other two charao-ttrs. 
13. Positive and negative relationships between the 
phenotypiG and genotyplc correlations complicate 
the selesjtlon problem. Phenotypic selection in 
either the Fg or F3 population would constitute 
agronomic ioipro'veffient for all characters ivith only 
a loss in lint per cent. The genotypic correlations 
Indicate that an appreciable negative relationship 
exists between boll size and fiber strength, and 
fiber fineness and fiber strength, selection based 
solely on the phenotype woiild result in a genetic 
loss rather than iiaproirement. 
14. It is postulated that pleiotrophy exists in the 
genotyplc correlations between boll size and fiber 
fineness, boll size and fiber strength, and fiber 
fineness and fiber strength. Boll size apparently 
conditions the expression of fiber strength and 
fiber fineness. 
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